
A monument to the Renaissance, 

Florence remains one of the 

world’s greatest artistic capitals 

celebrating all areas of the arts 

from literary writers such as 

Dante, Petrarch and Machiavelli 

to painters and sculptors such 

as Botticelli, Michelangelo 

and Donatello. Architectural 

masterpieces such as the Piazza 

della Signoria and Brunelleschi’s 

Duomo along with numerous 

galleries such as the Uffizi and 

Bargello offer much for the 

cultural art lover. Alternatively, 

visitors can sit back and enjoy 

the exquisite food and wine of 

Florence whilst watching the 

sunset over the Arno river.

SightSeeing & Activity optionS

l   Tour of Renaissance Florence including 

a visit to the Duomo and the Galleria 

dell’Accademia to see Michelangelo’s David

l   Tour of the Uffizi Gallery, housing some of the 

world’s most important art treasures

l   Visit to the Bargello Museum & Church 

of Santa Croce which contains the tombs 

of many famous Florentines such as 

Michelangelo, Machiavelli and Galileo

l   Full day excursion through the Tuscan 

countryside to visit some of the gems of 

Tuscan towns San Gimignano and Siena.  

l   Full Day to Pisa and Lucca, which will include 

the Piazza dei Miracoli and the famous 

Leaning Tower

l   Antinori Estate Wine & Olive Oil tasting 

l   Hiking the Medici Villas & Gardens, Castello 

& Petraia

privAte venueS for gAlA DinnerS

l   An aristocratic house situated on the green hills 

surrounding Florence

l   The Room of Mirrors and Ball Gallery of a 15th 

century palace

l   Magnificent medieval fortress in the heart of the 

Chianti Classico wine region

to make this dinner really memorable, 

all kinds of entertainment can be 

arranged, depending on the venue, 

from private opera concerts to 

classical music or jazz concerts.
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A selection of our hotels in Florence

5h the WeStin excelSior, florence

With spectacular views over Florence, the Westin Excelsior captures 

Florence’s history whilst maintaining a modern and comfortable feel. 171 

guest rooms are elegantly decorated whilst the four majestic meeting 

spaces offer a superb setting for all events.

5h four SeASonS hotel, florence

The enchanting Four Seasons hotel is filled with original renaissance 

art and frescoes. The hotel offers 116 light and spacious guest rooms 

boasting views of the surrounding streets, palaces and gardens, as 

well as 660 square metres of function space. 1,840 square metres of 

landscaped gardens, lawn and terraces are also available for outdoor 

functions.

• Meetings and events

• gala dinner venues

•  technical equipment hire  

and technical support

• catering

• floral decoration

• entertainment

• hotel accommodation  

• transportation 

• restaurants

• Sightseeing tours

• tickets for cultural events

• Multi-lingual local guides

• corporate/pillow gifts

•  Multi-lingual event  

management personnel

our key ServiceS

5h hotel helvetiA & BriStol, florence

This historic Hotel Helvetia & Bristol, situated in front of the Palazzo 

Strozzi, evokes a 17th century ambience as the 67 guest rooms & suites 

are sumptuously decorated with antiques and paintings. The hotel also 

offers four intimate meeting spaces for up to 60 guests.

4h hotel SAntA MAriA novellA, florence

With unrivalled views of the church by the same name, the Hotel Santa 

Maria Novella has been meticulously restored and its 71 beautifully 

finished guest rooms have been decorated with art and furnishings 

dating back to the 19th century.
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